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SLOT CUTTER SPECIAL FIXING SCREW (Z=3) BORE 7,94MM - Ø47,6MM

€24,60 – €25,50 (excl. VAT)

These slot cutters are suitable for a wide range of applications. Quickly and easily cut the right pen and
groove connections for your project. The different cutting lengths of the cutters ensure that you always
get the correct thickness of your pins or slots. Thanks to its cutting edges in high-quality carbide (widia),

this cutter cuts through most types of wood without any problems.

This slot cutter was specifically developed to be used with the arbor C117280R. The fixing screw
Z051015R used on this spindle has a special head angle that allows it to remain flat on the cutter level.

Available in different cutting lengths between 3mm and 6mm.

SKU: N/A
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VARIATIONS

Image SKU Description Cutting length Price

KL-C118860R 6mm
€25,50 (excl. VAT)

KL-C118850R 5mm
€25,50 (excl. VAT)

KL-C118840R 4mm
€25,20 (excl. VAT)

KL-C118830R 3mm
€24,60 (excl. VAT)
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These slot cutters are suitable for a wide range of applications. Quickly and easily cut the right pen and groove
connections for your project. The different cutting lengths of the cutters ensure that you always get the correct

thickness of your pins or slots. Thanks to its cutting edges in high-quality carbide (widia), this cutter cuts
through most types of wood without any problems.

This slot cutter was specifically developed to be used with the arbor C117280R. The fixing screw Z051015R
used on this spindle has a special head angle that allows it to remain flat on the cutter level.

Available in different cutting lengths between 3mm and 6mm.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

HW carbide cutting edges
For tongue and groove

For pens and slots
For router milling machines or CNC machines

DESCRIPTION

These slot cutters are suitable for a wide range of applications. Quickly and easily cut the right pen and groove
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connections for your project. The different cutting lengths of the cutters ensure that you always get the correct
thickness of your pins or slots. Thanks to its cutting edges in high-quality carbide (widia), this cutter cuts

through most types of wood without any problems. This slot cutter was specifically developed to be used with
the arbor C117280R. The fixing screw Z051015R used on this spindle has a special head angle that allows it to

remain flat on the cutter level. Available in different cutting lengths between 3mm and 6mm.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 0,05 kg

diameter 47,6mm

Shaft diameter 7,94mm

Cutting length 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm

Cutting edges 3


